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ABSTRACT 

We consider one of the fundamental limitations of indirect adaptive control based 
on the minimization of a quadratic cost criterion and the certainty equivalence 
principle. We show that the interaction between (closed-loop) identification and 
optimal control is conflictive in the sense that almost all possible limits of the sequence 
of parameter estimates induce suboptimal behavior of the adaptively controlled 

system. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Most of the literature on adaptive control is devoted to the study and 
analysis of one or several specific algorithms. In this paper we do not refer to 
specific algorithms, but a study is made of one of the fundamental limitations 
of a class of adaptive-control algorithms. 

In indirect adaptive-control algorithms estimates of the system parameters 
are made on the basis of the observed behavior of the (adaptively controlled) 
system. The controls that are applied to the system are based on the estimates 
and the external signals. Hence identification and control of the system take 
place simultaneously. As a result the identification part of the adaptive 
controller receives information about the closed-loop system rather than the 
open-loop system. This phenomenon is known as closed-loop identification. In 
the context of adaptive control it was first studied in [l]. There the adaptive 
control of a finite-state Markov chain was considered. It was proved that the 
sequence of estimates converged with positive probability to the wrong 
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parameter value, due to the identification in closed loop and the resulting 
lack of excitation. 

In the present paper we will deal with linear, time-invariant, finitedimen- 
sional single-input, single-output systems, described in discrete time. The 
underlying control objective is the minimization of a quadratic cost functional 
on the input and the output, known as linear-quadratic control, or just LQ 
control. 

Our main result is that for a broad class of adaptive control algorithms, 
closed-loop identification will most likely lead to suboptimal behavior of the 
controlled system. This rather vague statement will be made precise in the 
technical part of the paper. The result is of the same nature as that in [l]. For 
the first-order case it has been obtained by [6], and for the higher-order case 
partial results can be found in [7]. In [7] it was assumed that the state of the 
system was accessible for measurement. This assumption is now relaxed. The 
results presented here can also be found in [8]. 

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we have collected the 
preliminaries that we will use. The problem statement is given and two 
subsets of the parameter-space are introduced. The main result will be stated 
in terms of these subsets. Section 3 contains the main theorem. The proof of 
this theorem is rather technical and is therefore divided into several parts. 
The proofs of these intermediate results are given in the Appendix. 

2. PROBLEM STATEMENT 

In this section we will provide the ingredients of which our main result is 
composed. We will first define the class of systems that we consider; we will 
then formulate a class of LQ-control problems, followed by their nonadaptive 
solutions. We will then briefly describe a class of adaptive-control algorithms. 
Finally we will define the subsets advertised in the introduction. 

We consider systems of the form 

x(k+l)=Ax(k)+h(k), (2.1.a) 

y(k) = CT(k), (2.1.b) 

where (A, b, c) E Rnxn XRnxl XR ’ Xn is a minimal triple. The set of systems 
of the form (2.1) is denoted by 

EL= {(A,b,c)~R”X”XR”“‘XR’x”((A,b,c)minimal}. (2.2) 
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Control objective (nonadaptive): Given a system of the form (2.1) find a 
causal controller such that the following expression is minimized: 

I= g [!4v+ TU(vl 7 r > 0. (2.3) 

The solution of this problem is well known (see [4]) and is given by 

4~) =f(A,b,c)x(k), (2.4) 

where: 

f(A,b,c)= -(bTKb+r)plbTKA, (24 

and K is the unique symmetric positive definite solution of the algebraic 

Riccati equation 

K - ATKA + ATKb( bTKb + r) - ‘bTKA - c% = 0. (2.6) 

Moreover, the optimal value of J is given by 

x(O)~KX(O), (2.7) 

where x(0) is the initial state of the system. 
In the sequel it will be a standing assumption that the system to be 

controlled is unknown and can be represented by an element of E, which we 
denote by (A,, b,, co). Without loss of generality we will assume that 
(A,, b,, co) is in standard observable form: 

ai 1 . . . 0. 

a: 0 

Ao:= a: 0 0 

1 

a;._, 1 ... 0 

b,O 

, b,:= . c():=[l 0 ... 01. 

_b,o-I_ 

(2.8) 
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The adaptive-control algorithms which we consider are recursive, based on 
certainty equivalence, and driven by the prediction error. The last two 

properties imply that given an estimate (A, &, c^, gk) of (A,, b,, ca) and xk 
we will apply to the system (A,,, b,, ca): 

uk= f(d,b,c^)x^ (certainty equivalence), (2.9) 

where f is defined by (2.5), (2.6). The predicted output will then be 

dk+l=C”[A+~f(A,~,C^)]X^, (2.10) 

whereas the actual output will be 

y=c,[A,x+b,f(A,&,C)f]. (2.11) 

By saying that the output is driven by, the prediction error we mean that the 
next estimate of (A,, b,, co) equals (A, h, c^) if y - 8 = 0. 

We will use the following sets. 

E,:= ((A,b) ER”~~xR”~~[(A,~,c~) standardobservable, 

( A, b ) reachable, A nonsingular ) (2.12) 

E,,, := {(A, b) E R’lX” xRnX’(( A, b, c,) minimal, A nonsingular}. (2.13) 

REMARK. We restrict ourselves to nonsingular A-matrices for technical 
reasons only. 

Define 

+(k):= [y(k) ,..., y(k-n+l),u(k-1) ,..., u(k-n+l)]r. (2.14) 
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As pointed out in [3] and [8], (p(k) is the state of a 2n - l-dimensional 
realization of (2.1). 

Define M E R”X(2R-1) by 

1 
0 

M:= ’ 

0 

0 

a1 

02 

arrml 

0 
a2 

a3 

a4 

a n - 1 

0 

. 0 
. . a_ 

” 1 

0 

. 0 

b n-l 

b II 1 0 

0 
b n-l 

0 

0 

(2.15) 

It can easily be shown that for all k the state r(k) of (2.1) is related with 

G,(k) by 

x(k) = M+(k). (2.16) 

Throughout the paper let the initial state ~(0) E Rznel be fixed. For any 
(A, b) E E,,,, define Z(O) E R” by 

Z(0) := M#J(O), (2.17) 

and define x(O) E R” by 

x(O) := M,+(k), (2.18) 

where M, is obtained by adding the appropriate superscripts to the entries of 
M. Finally define 

r(k+l)=A,x(k)+b,u(k), z(k+l)=Az(k)+bu(k), (2.19.a) 

y(k) = v(k)> G(k) = q+(k), (2.19.b) 

where 

u(k):=f(A,b,c,)z(k). (2.19.c) 
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The above recursions should be interpreted as follows. The first system 
represents the true system, and the second system is an estimate of the true 
system. By (2.16) (2.17), z(0) is an estimate of x(0) which is compatible with 
the estimate (A, b). Note that since we assume the standard observable form, 
co need not to be estimated. According to the certainty-equivalence principle 
the input to both systems is defined by (2.19.~). The prediction error is given 

by y(k) - g(k). 
We now define two subsets of Eob: 

DEFINITION 2.1. The sets G and H contained in E,, are defined as 

G:= {(A,~)EE,~\ forallk:ij(k)=y(k)}, (2.20) 

where the sequences {x(k)}, {z(k)}, {y(k)}, and {d(k)} are defined as in 
(2.19). 

INTERPRETATION. 

(i) The set G can be seen as the set of those estimates (A, b) that are 
invariant under any algorithm of the considered type. For choose (A, b) E G. 
Since at every time instant the prediction error is zero, this estimate will 
never be changed, because the identification part of any algorithm is driven 
by the prediction error. 

(ii) The set H can be viewed as the set of those parameters that generate 
the optimal controls. 

The relevance of the sets G and H lies in the fact that if an algorithm 
produces a sequence of estimates that converges, then the limit will be an 
invariant point of the algorithm and hence will be an element of G. That 
implies that G contains the set of possibb limits. Whether or not an element 
of G is attractive, however, depends on the particular algorithm that gener- 
ates the sequence of estimates. In [6] it was shown, using the ODE method, 
that a significant part of G can be attractive (see also Example 3.12). On the 
other hand, if we want the system to be controlled optimally according to the 
cost criterion, the limit should be an element of H. H can therefore be seen 
as the set of desirable limits. Indeed, if the sequence of estimates converges 
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to an element of H, then the corresponding sequence of controllers converges 
to the optimal one, since f is C” on E (Corollary 4.7). Combining the 
properties of G and H, we conclude that a limit of the sequence of estimates 
necessarily is an element of G, whereas we also want it to be an element of 
H. The questio 1 that now arises is: how is G n H related to G? 

In general G will consist of an infinite number of pairs (A, b). Thus it is 
not at all obvious that an element of H will also be an element of 6. All &at 
we can say at this stage is that (A,, b,,) belongs to both G and H. The 
phenomenon that G is larger than just {(A,, b,)} is due to the fact that 
identification takes place in closed loop: Information is obtained only about 
the closed-loop behavior of the system. It is very likely that there are many 
parameter values that give rise to the same closed-loop behavior. 

3. G AND H FOR LQ CONTROL: CONFLICT BETWEEN 
IDENTIFICATION AND CONTROL 

In this section we will investigate the relation between G n H and 6. It 
will turn out that the desirable property 

GcH (3.1) 

does not hold. In fact we will show that G n H is a negligible subset of G. 
The results in this section are refinements of those obtained in [7]. Theorem 
3.11(i) was also proven in [6] for the first-order case. 

We will first state the main result of this section: 

THEOREM 3.1. G n H is a nowhere dense subset of G. 

Theorem 3.1 can be rephrased by saying that G n H is a negligible subset 
of G. This is of course not a mathematical statement. Intuitively it means that 
within the set of invariant points of an adaptive algorithm only a negligible 
part consists of points that correspond to the desired (optimal) control law. 
This is in contrast to the pole assignment problem, where every invariant 
point corresponds to the desired control law [S, 91. In- this sense adaptive LQ 
control is more difficult. In pole assignment the only concern is convergence 
of the parameter estimates; every limit point will be invariant and will hence 
produce the right controls. In LQ control we have to prevent the estimates 
from converging to suboptimal invariant points. That means that we have to 
develop an algorithm for which those invariant points can never be attractive. 
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The proof of Theorem 3.1 will be divided into several steps, some of 
which are interesting on their own merit. It is difficult to get a direct grip on 
the sets G and G n H; therefore we wiU introduce two other sets, G, and 
HO, which are easier to analyze and which are closely related to G and H. In 
order to relate G and H with G, and H, we wiU also define a subset c” of G 
and a subset of 6, of 6. 

DEFINITION 3.2. 

G,:= {(A,b)~E,,IA,+b,f(A,b,c,)=A+bf(A,b,c,)}, (3.2) 

Ha:= {(A,b)~E,,(f(A,b,co)=f(Ao,bo,c”)}. (3.3) 

DEFINITION 3.3. For every (A, b) E E,,, define 

(3.4) 

where {x(k)} and {z(k)} are defined by (2.19). 

DEFINITION 3.4. 

do:= {(A,b)~G~~(A,+b,f(A,b,c,),x(O)) isreachable}, (3.5) 

&= {(A,~)EGJv(A,~)=R"}. (3.6) 

THEOREM 3.5. c” and G”, are C" diffeomorphic. 

Proof. For the proof of this statement we use the following theorem, 
which can be viewed as an extension of classical realization theory. We find 
this theorem interesting enough to give it here rather than in the appendix. 
Its proof and the proof Theorem 3.5 are given in the appendix, though. m 

THEOREM 3.6. Let {(u(k), ~(k))}~ E N be a sequence in R2, and sup- 

pose there exist (A,, b,, cl), (A,, b,, c,), minimal triples of order n, and 
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sequences { x(k)“‘, x( k)‘2)} in R”, such that for all k 

x(k + 1)“’ = A,x( k)“‘+ b,u( k), x(k+l) (2)= A2x(k)(2)+ b+(k), 

(3.7.a) 

y(k) = c,x( k)“‘, y(k) = c2x( k)‘2’. (3.7.b) 

Define Xi = span { x(k)(‘)} kEN, and di = dim(Xi), i = 1,2. 

(i) Zf d, < n, then there exists a nonsingular matrix S, such that %(k)(l) 
= x( k)c2’. 

(ii) d, = d,. 
(iii) Zf there exists g, such that u(k) = glx(k)(‘), then there exists a 

nonsingular matrix S such that Sx( k)(l) = x( k)c2). 

REMARK. Note that the statement would have followed from classical 
realization theory if (3.7) were true for any input-output sequence. Note also 
that we do not claim that the system matrices are related by the transforma- 
tion matrix. 

THEOREM 3.7. 

(i) G, is open and dense in G,. 

(ii) G is open and dense in G. 

Proof. See the appendix. 

THEOREM 3.8. 6, is an embedded analytic manifold of dimension n. 

Proof See the appendix. a 

LEMMA 3.9. For all (A, b) E G n H, V(A, b) = V(A,, b,). 

Proof. This is immediate from the fact that (A, b) E H implies that for 
all k, f(A, b, c&(k) = f(A,, b,, c,)x(k). n 
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DEFINITION 3.10. V, := V( A,, b,), the linear span of the optimal state 
trajectory. 

THEOREM 3.11. 

(i) Zf dim(V,) = n, then G n H = {(A,, b,)}. 
(ii) Zf dim(V,,) < n, then G n H is contained in G \6. 

Proof. See the appendix. 

The proof of Theorem 3.1 follows directly from Theorem 3.11. 

n 

COMMENT. Let us now discuss some of the consequences of Theorem 
3.11. First of all it is the mathematical formalization of the statement that 
G n H is a negligible subset of G. For suppose (p(O) is such that dim(&) = n. 
Then from Theorem 3.11(i) we know that G n H = { A,, b,)}, a singleton. 
Now G contains an open and dense subset that is diffeomorphic to an open 
and dense subset of an n-dimensional manifold (by Theorems 3.5, 3.7, and 
3.8). In that sense G n H, being a singleton, is a negligible subset of G. In 
the other case, where ~(0) is such that dim(V,) < n, G n H is contained in 
G\C”. In other words, G n H is contained in the boundary of a set that is 
diffeomorphic to an open and dense subset of an n-dimensional manifold. 
Since the boundary of an n-dimensional manifold has a strictly smaller 
dimension, again G n H is a negligible subset of G. 

Now suppose that an algorithm of the considered type is used. Then 
almost every invariant point of the algorithm will result in suboptimal 
behavior. This means that almost every invariant point must not be attrac- 
tive, i.e. must not be a possible limit of the algorithm. This seems to be very 
difficult, if not impossible, to achieve. 

One possibility to ensure the convergence of the sequence of estimates to 
the true parameter is to inject external excitation into the system. A draw-back 
of this procedure is that the system will be excited persistently, thus influenc- 
ing the asymptotic behavior negatively. In [8] another method is proposed. 
There a closed-loop excitation signal in combination with a probing signal 
driven by the prediction error is used. The advantage of this approach is 
twofold. Firstly, the excitation is in closed loop, which means that it is 
proportional to the signals of the system. This implies that if the system 
stabilizes, the output of the system vanishes asymptotically, which is not 
possible if the excitation is persistent. Secondly, since extra excitation is used 
when the (normalized) prediction error is large, the identification task of the 
input is emphasized as long as the parameter estimates are far away from the 
true parameter, which improves the transient behavior of the algorithm. As 
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the prediction error decreases, the extra excitation damps out and the control 
task of the input becomes more prominent. 

We conclude this section with a simple example. 

EXAMPLE 3.12. In Figure 1, we have depicted the sets G and H for a 
first-order system. The parameter values were (a,, b,) = (1, l), r = 2. The 
upper graph shows the branches of G and H in the right half plane; the 
lower graph shows the branches in the left half plane. The picture illustrates 
that G n H = {a,, b,)}, as was already predicted by Theorem 3.11(i). 

In [6] it was shown that the elements of the upper branch of G are 
indeed all attractive for a specific algorithm, and also simulations have 
suggested that G contains at least an open set consisting of attractive points. 

5 

3 

3 
b? 

2 

1 

0 

0 1 2 3 4 5 

0 

-1 

-2 

Lb -3 

-4 

-5 

FIG. 1. C and H for a first-order system. 
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4. APPENDIX 

Throughout the appendix we will use the inner product on Rpl ' q1 X RP2 ' q2 
defined by [(M,, M,),(N,, A$)] := Tr( M,iVT) + Tr( M,iVar), where Mi, & E 
Rptxql, i = 1,2, and Tr denotes the trace of a matrix. If we refer to the adjoint 
of a linear map that acts on a space of matrices, then it is understood to be 
the adjoint with respect to this inner product, unless otherwise stated. 

We will use the following lemma: 

LEMMA 4.1. Let M, N E RpXp; let R:RpXp + RpXp be defaned by 
A(X) = X - MTXN. Then 

Spec(A)=l-Spec(M)xSpec(N)={l-X~lXESpec(M),ELESpec(N)}. 

(Spec denotes spectrum.) 

Proof. See [5]. n 

For the proof of Theorem 3.6 we will use the following: 

LEMMA 4.2. Let (A, b) be reachable, and x(O) E R". Let ( u(k)} be a 
sequence of real numbers. Define 

x(k+l)=Ax(k)+bu(k), k=0,1,2 ,.... (4.0 

Define X := span{X(k)}kEN and d := dim(X). Zf d < n, then there exists a 
gE Rlxn such that for all k 

u(k) =gx(k). (4.2) 

Proof. Suppose (A, b) is in standard controllable form, i.e. 

0 r- 1 . . . 0' 
0. 

AC.1 ’ 
. . . 0 

0 6 . . . 1 
La, u2 . . . a, 

0 

’ Ii 

b= ! 
0 . 

(4.3) 

1 
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Define a E RIXn by a := (al ,..., a,). Define 

231 

Then 

A’:=A-ba, (4.4) 

ii := ax(k) + u(k). (4.5) 

x(k+l)=A”x(k)+bz2(k). 

Suppose x(0) = [x,(O), . . . , x,JO)]r; define H E RnxN by 

(4.6) 

H := [x(O), x(l), x(2), x(3) ,... 1. (4.7) 

Then 

H := 

40 x,(o) x3(o) ‘. . X,(O) ii(O) ... 

ii(O) . 

x,_;(o) X”i0) -. C(l) . 

X”(O) ii(o) . . . : 

%m 40) u”(1) ... qn-2) zZ(n-1) ... 

(4.8) 

Since d < n, rank(H) < n. Now H is a truncated Hankel matrix; hence its 
rank does not increase if we add the last row, shifted to the left, as the 
n + lth row. This shifted row is 

[~(O),u”(1),6(2),C(3) ,... 1. (4.9) 

Since the rank of the increased matrix is equal to the original one, the last 
row is a linear combination of the first n rows. In other words, there exist 

g1,...>gn - E R such that 

T n+l = g1f+1+ . . . + g,f-,, (4.10) 
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where ri denotes the ith row. Dekne g E RIXn by g := [ dl,. . . , g”,]. Then for 
allk 

u”(k) =&x(k). (4.11) 

Define g by g := g” - a. Finally, 

u(k) = C(k) -ax(k) 

=&x(k) -ax(k) 

=gx(k). 

(4.12) 

(4.13) 

n (4.14) 

We will now prove Theorem 3.6: 

Proof of Theorem 3.6. (i): Suppose d, < n. 

i-l 

AiIx( k)“‘+ c Ajb,u( k + i - j - 1) . 
I 

(4.15) 
j=O 

Define 

w:= (4.16) 

then 

Y(k) 

Wx( k)“’ = 
dk + 1) - cJw@) 

!I 

. 

1 

> 

g(k + n - 1) - clA”,-‘b,U( k) - . . . - c,b,u( k + n - 2) 

(4.17) 
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from which we conclude that 

x(k)“’ 
w 0 

1 
u(k) 

0 I. 1 I : 

u(k + n - 2) 

1 0 . . 
0 . 

0 
- CA 

_ clA,b, 

1 - cIA;-2b, 

1 

0 . . . . 0 

from which we derive 

+I( k) Y(k) 

x$,')(k) 

u(k) 
_ Tl dk + n - 1) 

u(k) 

u(k + n - 2>_ _. u(k + n - 2) 

. . 

. . 

. . 

. . 

. . 

- 

0 

CA 
0 

i 

with T, nonsingular. In the same way one derives that 

xf’( k) 

x’,“‘(k) 

u(k) 

u(k + n - 2) 

zz 
T2 

y(k) 

y(k + n - 1) 

u(k) 

u(k + n - 2) 

233 

Y(k) 

y(k + n - 1) 

u(k) 

u(k + n - 2) 
A 

(4.18) 

(4.19) 

(4.20) 
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I =R 

x(k)‘2’ 

u(k) 

u(k+n-2)1 

(4.21) 

where R = T,Ti’. Now since u(k + i) = b$[x(k + i + 1)(2) - A,x(k + i)c2)], 
there exist matrices Mi2), . . . , Mi2) E Rnxn, such that for all k 

xv4 (l) = Mj2’x( k)‘2’+ . . . + M;2’x( k + n - l)“‘, (4.22) 

and similarly 

x(k) (‘) = Mj”x(k)‘l’+ . . . + &f;l’@_l. (4.23) 

Since by assumption d, < n, we conclude from Lemma 4.2 that there exists 
g 1 such that u(k) = g,x( k)(l), hence x( k + l)(l) = (A 1 + b,g,)x( k)(l). To- 
gether with (4.23) this gives that there exists a matrix Ni such that for all k 

x( k)‘2’ = N,x( k)“‘. (4.24) 

Denote by X2 the linear span of { x(k)(2’}k EN, and by d, its dimension. 
From (4.24) it follows that d, < d, < n; hence by Lemma 4.2 there exists g, 
such that u(k) = g,x( k)c2) for all k. As above, we conclude that there exists a 
matrix N, such that for all k 

x(k)“’ = N,x( k)‘2’. (4.25) 

Finally (4.24) together with (4.25) gives the statement. 
(ii): This follows immediately from part (i). 
(iii): If d, < n, then the statement follows from part (i). Assume that 

d, = n, and suppose u(k) = g,x(k) cl); then just as in the proof of part (i), 
(4.23), we conclude that 

x( k)‘2’ = N,x( k)“‘. 

Since d 1 = d 2 = n, it follows that Nl is nonsingular. 

(4.26) 

n 

LEMMA 4.3. For every minimal triples (A, b, c) one has Ker[A + 
bf(A, b, c)] = KerA. 
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Proof. Suppose x0 E Ker[A + !$(A, b, c)]; then xk = 0 and uk = 0 for 
all kal. Hence 

X,TKX, = x~cTcx, + u$mo by (2.3) and (2.7) 

=~OT[~~ctf(A,b,c)~rf(A,h,~)]~” by (2.4) 

=x~{~-~~~[~+bf(~,b,c)]+f(~,b,~)~~f(~,h,~)}~,, 

by (2.5) and (2.6) 

This implies that xOTf(A, b, c)%f(A, b, c)xO = 0, and thus that f(A, b, c)ro 

= 0. Together with (A + bf(A, b, c))xo = 0, this gives Ax, = 0. 
Suppose on the other hand that Ax, = 0; then also f(A, b, c)x,, = 0 [by 

(2.5)] and thus [A + bf( A, b, c)]x,, = 0. n 

COROLLARY 4.4. For all (A, b, c) E E,,, A + bf(A; b, c) is nonsingular. 

Proof. This follows from Lemma 4.3 and from the fact that by definition 
of E,,, (A, b, c) E E,,, implies that A is nonsingular. 

LEMMA 4.5. For all (A, 6, co) E G, there exists an E’> 0 such that Vf 

with I/f-- f(& &, co)11 
-- 

< E, there exists (A, b, co) E E such that: 
_- 

(i) f(A,b,c,)=f, -- -- 
(ii) A,+ b,f(A, b,c,)=A+bf(A,b,c,), 

_- 
(iii) (A, b) depends continuously on f. 

Proof. Choose (A, 6, co) E 6,. We will prove that the map f, subject to 
the constraint that (A, b, co) E G,, is locally surjective. To this end it is 
enough to prove that, locally, (A, b) can be written as a continuous function 
of J Define 

L:R”X” ~Rnxl ~R;“(n+l)) ~Rlx” --) R”X” ,,R’X”R+(” +I) 

L(A,b,K,j‘):=(L,(A,b,K,J‘),L,(A,b,K,J),L,(A,b,K,f)), 

(4.27) 
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where 

&(A, b, K, f) := A, + b,f- A - bf, (4.28) 

L,(A,b,K,f):=bTKbf+rJ+bTKA, (4.29) 

L,(A,b,K,f):=K-ATKA+ATKb(bTKb+r)-lbTKA-c,&. (4.30) 

By definition of L it follows that L(A”, 6, Z?, f”> = (O,O,O), where I? is the 
positive definite solution of the algebraic Riccati equation and {= f( A, b, co). 
We will now calculate the derivative of L with respect to (A, b, K) evaluated 
in (A”, R, &, f”): 

R,(AA, Ab, AK) = - AA - Abf: 

A,(AA, Ab, AK) = AbTKb?f”+ bTAKb{+ bTI?Abf 

+ AbT&i f iTA~fi + iGTI?A~, 

(4.31) 

(4.32) 

-AATI?(w+b~)-(d+b~fTl?A~ 

-ATI?Abfl- fTAbTI?&flT(AbTl?&+&Tl?Ab)f. 

(4.33) 

To show that A has full rank it is sufficient to show that it is injective: Put 

E,: A,(AA, Ab, AK) = 0, 

Ez: A,(AA, Ab, AK) = 0, 

E,: h,(AA, Ab, AK) = 0. 

(4.34) 

(4.35) 

(4.36) 

E, + (d + bf”)‘K”E, + ErK”( A + h?f”> gives 

AK-(A+bf)TAK(i+&f)=O. (4.37) 

By Lemma 4.1 and the strict stability of x + bf it follows that AK = 0. 
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Substituting this in E, gives 

E;: AbTkb/+ 6’&? Abf”+ Ab’I?i + bTI? AA = 0. (4.38) 

El - bTl?E, gives 

AbTri( A + b,f”) = 0. (4.39) 

By Corollary 4.4 A + b?f” is nonsingular, and hence Ab = 0. Finally, substitut- 
ing this in E, gives A A = 0. 

Now, the implicit-function theorem yields the existence of an open 
neighborhood of {and a C” function defined on that open set to (A, b, K). 
This completes the proof. n 

Proof of Theorem 3.5. Define 

$(A, b) = (SAS-‘, Sb), (4.40) 

where S E Gl( n) is the unique nonsingular matrix which transforms (A, co) 

into standard observable form. Since S depends C” on A, it follows that + 
is C”. 

Now, let (A, b) E CO. Define x(0) := M,+(O), and x(k) by 

Define 

4k + 1) = [A, + b,f(A, b,+(k). 

z(k) := Sx(k). 

(4.41) 

(4.42) 

Then 

z(k+l)=Sx(k+l)=S[A,+b,f(A,b,c,)]x(k) 

=S[A+bf(A,b,c,)]x(k) 

(4.43) 

(4.44) 

=S[A+bf(A,b,c,)]S-‘z(k) (4.45) 

= [SASp’+Sbf(SASp’,Sb,cO)]z(k). (4.46) 
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From the standard observable form and the recursion for z(k) it follows that 
z(k) = M+(k), where M is derived from (SAS-‘, Sh) as in (2.15). In par- 
ticular it follows that z(0) = M+(O). Finally, y(k) = cox( k) = coS- ‘z(k) = 
c,z(k) = c(k). We conclude that $(A, b) E G. Moreover since by definition 
of GO, span{ x(k)} = R”, it follows that +(A, b) E G’. 

Define Ic/ : d + co as follows: Choose (A, b) E 6. By Theorem 3.6 
there exists T E Gl(n) such that for all k one has x(k) = Tz( k), and since 
V( A, b) = R”, this T is unique. Moreover, from the proof of Theorem 3.6 it 
follows easily that T depends C” on (A, b). Define 

+(A, b) := (TAT-Q%). (4.47) 

Since y(k) = G(k), it follows from x(k) = Tz(k) and V(A, b) = R” that 

%T -‘=cO. Now 

x(k+l)=A,x(k)+b,f(A,b,c,)z(k) (4.48) 

= [A,,+ b,f(TAT-‘,Tb,c,T-‘)1x(k) (4.49) 

and also 

x(k+l)=Tz(k+l)=T[A+bf(A,b,c,)]z(k) (4.50) 

=T[A+bf(A,b,c,)]T-‘x(k) (4.51) 

= [TAT-‘+ Tbf(TAT-‘,Tb,c,)]x(k). (4.52) 

Since V( A, b) = R”, it follows that 

A,+b,f(TAT-‘,Tb,co)=TAT-‘+Tbf(TAT-’J’b,c,); (4.53) 

hence $( A, b) E do. 
Finally, from the uniqueness of the matrices S and T one can easily check 

that 

(4.54) 

(4.55) 

This finishes the proof. n 
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Proof of Theorem 3.7. 

b,f(& h co), WV) 

(i): Choose (Al, 6) E G,, and suppose that (A, + 
is nonreachable. Choose an open neighborhood W of 

(A, 6) in G,. By Lemma 4.5 there exists an open neighborhood V of -- 
f(&, 5, co) such that for every f E V, the unique pair (A, b) E G, with 
f(A, b, co> = f has the property that (A, 5) E WL Choose f E V such that 
(A, + b, f, r(O)) is reachable, and it follows that G, is dense in G,. Since G 
is the complement of the zero set of a continuous function, it follows that 6, 
is also open in G,. 

(ii): Choose (A, b) E G, and suppose that V( A, b) + R”. Choose an open 
neighborhood W of (A, b) in G. From the proof of Theorem 3.5 it follows 
that there exists a nonsingular matrix S such that (SAS-‘, Sb) E G,. The 

function 9 as defined by (4.40) is continuous, and hence there exists an open 
neighborhood V of (SAY’, Sb) in G, such that G(V) c W. By part (i) we 
know that V CT co f 0. It is not difficult to check that this implies that 
W n d + 0, which shows that G is dense in G. Also, since G” is the 
complement of the zero set of a collection of polynomials, d is open in G. n 

LEMMA 4.6. There exists a C” function K: E + P such that K(A, b, c) 

satisfies (2.6) for all (A, b, c) E E. 

Proof. A proof for the continuous-time case can be found in [2]; for the 
discrete-time case, the reader is referred to [7, 81. n 

COROLLARY 4.7. f is a C” function on E. 

Proof. This is immediate from the fact that f is a C” function of 
(A, b, c, K) and Lemma 4.6. n 

Proof of Theorem 3.8. By Theorem 3.7, 6, is nonempty. Define do’ c 

C$= ((A,b,K))~A,b)E6,,K=K(A,b)tY) 

Define L: E,, X P + R”(“+1)/2 X Rnx” by 

L(A> b, K) = @,(A, b, K), I&4, b, K)), (4.56) 
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L,( A, b, K) = K - ATKA + ATKb( bTKb + r) - ‘bTKA - c;co, (4.57) 

L,(A,b,K)=[A-b(b’Kb+r) -lbTKA]-[A,-bo(bPKb+r)-lbTKA]. 

(4.58) 

Note that (A, b, K),E 66 if and only if L(A,_b,_K) = (O,O), and that L is C”. 
Fix a triple (A, b, K) E CT?;, and let f= f(A, b, co). We will show that the 
derivative of L with respect to (A, b, K_),_ev$uated in (A”, &, R), has full 
rank. The derivative of I_, evaluated in (A, b, K) is a linear map A given by 

- p(AbTl?6 + 6*r?Ab)f: (4.59) 

- &(hTx& + T) -‘(Ab’l?g + &‘AK6 -t hTl?Ab)f” 

+ b,(&*& + T) -l(abTEi + ~‘AKA + gTr7~~) 

+ bo(hTE?$ + T) -‘(Ah’& + 6’AK& + gTr?Ab)j? 

(4.60) 

Let (M,N)E R"("+1)/2 xRnXn. We will calculate the inner product of 
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A(AA, Ab, AK) with (M, N) in order to establish a formula for its adjoint: 

[A(AA,Ab,AK),(M,N)] 

= Tr(A,(AA, Ab, AK)M) +Tr(A,(AA, Ab, AK)NT) (4.61) 

=Tr[AK[M-(A+&)M(A+&)r 

_ A”Nrb( &Tk& + r) - ‘&T _ &$r’&( 6’& + r) - ‘&r 

+ iiNTb,( 6’8& + T) - ‘6’ + @VTb,( gTk6 + r ) - ‘iT ] j 

+Tr AA -2M(A+k{)rk+NT 
( [ 

- NT@ &‘Z?g + r ) ~ ‘hTZ? + NTb,,( hTI?6 + r ) - %I?] j 

+ Tr( Ab [ - Z&zI? - 2j%IpiTI? - ( gTr?6 + T) _ ‘&‘N$‘K 

+ fir_ (&T& + r) -l&rNp&Tg 

- fil’T&6TK”6 + r) -‘gTk + (gTk& + T) -‘b,fN/i% 

+ ( gTti6 + r ) - ‘b,‘NfTk + fiTbo( b’k6 + r) - ‘I?‘k] j. (4.62) 

Hence the adjoint map of A is given by A* = (AT, A$, A:, A*,), where 

A;(M,N)=M-(/i+~f)M(/i+~f)T 

-K(gTwi,+r)-16TN~_K(gT~6+,)-16TN~~6T 

+ h( hTZ?6 + r) - ‘b,TNp + i( h’r?6 + r ) - ‘b,:.NfTtT, (4.63) 

A;(M,N)= -2Z+i+i?fl)M+N 

- I%( hTZ?6 + r) - ‘gTN + it6( hTI?i6 + r) - ‘b;N, (4.64) 

A*,(M, N) = - 2I?(i+ bf)Mp+ Np 

- I?@ gTlt& + r ) - ‘hTNflT 

-&i+&f)Nrb(l;Tk:ii+r)-l 

+K”(/i+&f)NTb,(&TI?h+r)-l, (4.65) 
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To show that A* is injective, we put A*(M, N) = 0, which gives the 
following equations: 

+ h( &??& + r ) -Ib,TNphT = 0, (4.66) 

(4.67) 

- I?( ii + $f)NTb(iTlt& + r) ~l+l+i+&~)NTb,(~TZt$+r)-l=O. 

(4.68) 

E,- E,f"T gives 

- K”(~+&f)NTb(&TK”i+~) -‘+r?(a+~~)NTb,,(6%+r)-1=0. 

(4.69) 

Substituting (4.69) in E, gives 

M-(A^+hf)M(K+hf)T=O. (4.70) 

By Lemma 4.1 and the asymptotic stability of A + &f we conclude that 
M = 0. Since I?( A + &,f”> is nonsingular, (4.69) implies that - N T6(&Tk& + 
r)-1 + NTb,(gTI?& + r)-’ = 0. Substituting this and M = 0 in E, gives 

N= 0. (4.71) 

This shows that cd is an n-dimensional manifold in R” ‘” X Rnx ’ x Rn(“+ ‘)j2. 

Since z depends C” on (A, &), it follows that CO is an ndimensional C” 
manifold in Rnxn X R” xl X RI”‘. This completes the proof. w 
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LEMMA 4.8. Let (A, b) E G,, denote the solution of (2.6) by K, and let 

K, be the solution of (2.6) with (A, b, cO) replaced by (A,, bO,cO). Then 
K>K,. 

Proof. Let x0 E R”. The optimal cost for the system (A, b, cO) starting 
in x0 is x,TKx,; the optimal cost for (A,, b,) is X$,X,. The real cost 
incurred when the feedback f(A, b, co) is applied to the system (A,,, b,,) is 
equal to the optimal cost of the system (A, b, co), since (A, b) E G, and 
hence both the state and the input trajectories of A + bf(A, b, co) and 
A, + b,f(A, b, co) are equal. However, for (A,, b,), f(A, b,c,) can do no 
better than f(A,, b,, co). Hence x~Kx, > x$,x,. Since x0 was arbitrary, it 
follows that K > K,. W 

COROLLARY 4.9. If (A, b) E GO and f(A, b, cO) = f(A,, b,, co), then 
K=K,. 

Proof. Since (A, b) E G,, we have A + bf(A, b, cO) = A, + 

b,,f(A, b, c,,), which by Lemma 4.8 implies that K > K,. On the other hand, 
since f(A, b, co) = f(A,, b,, co), we also have A, + b,f(A,, b,, co) = 

A + bf(A,, b,, co). We can apply Lemma 4.8 once again, now with 
(A,, b,c,) and (A, b, co) interchanged, showing that K, 2 K. n 

-- 
Proof of Theorem 3.11. Choose (A, b) E G n H. Define (A, 6) E E,, by 

-- 
(A,bb=#(A,b) (4.72) 

with I/ defined as if3 (4.47). -- -- 
Then (A, b) E G,, and-also, since (A, b) E H, f(A, b, co) = f(A,, b,, co). 

Hence by Corollary 4.9, K = K,. Now 

-- 
(Ab)=o =s. A=A,+(b,-&)f (4.73) 

=A,+(b,-b)f,, (4.74) 

-- 
f(A, b, co) = f(A,, boy co> + (bTK,b + T) p’bTK,A= -$,. (4.75) 

Substituting (4.74) in (4.75) gives 

gTK,(&+(bO-b)fo)= -(bTK,b+r)f,, (4.76) 
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which implies 
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bTK,( A, + b,f,) = - rfo. (4.77) 

Now, since K, and A, + b, f, are nonsingular, and b = b, is by construction 
a solution of (4.77), it follows that & = b,. Substituting this in (4.73) gives 
A= A,. Now A= SAS-’ for some S E Cl(n). Hence (A, c,,) and (SAS’, co) 
are in standard observable form. This implies that S = I. This completes the 
proof of Theorem 3.11(i). 

The proof of part (ii) is immediate. n 
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